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Epiphany celebrated
nationwide
Epiphany (“Timket”) was
celebrated nationwide on the 20th
of January in colorful manner.
The celebration here in Asmara,
witnessed the participation of
thousands of the faithful, including
prayer service and benediction
by the Secretary General of the
Holy Synod, His Holiness Abune

Lukas.
Memhir Elias Habtai gave
a briefing on the historical
background of the Timket Holiday.
The Managing Director of
the Central region, Mr. Zerit
Tewoldbrhan, as well as other
invited guests took part in the
celebration.

Eri-TV is currently conducting an interview with President Isaias Afwerki regarding different domestic issues as
the newspaper was on press. Excerpts of the interview will follow on our next issues.

Youth workers conduct 5th congress
The Youth Workers branch of
the National Union of the Eritrean
Youth and Students (NUEYS) held
its 5th congress on 19 January
under the theme “Conscious Youth:
Nation Guarantor”.
The Chairman of the NUEYS

Activity reports of challenges
encountered were presented.
Participants conducted extensive
discussions on the reports.
Invited
guests
delivered
messages of support. In their
messages, they called on the

Mr. Saleh Ahmedin, on his part said
that organizing the youth workers
has significant contribution for the
success of the national development
endeavors.
The participants elected an
executive committee for a threeyear term.

Public meeting in Germany
branch in the Central Region,
Mr. Samson Kifle indicated that
there are 11 thousand members
of the branch association from 46
public institutions and are actively
participating in the Union’s
activities.

youth to strengthen participation
in national development programs
and safeguard national sovereignty.
They also said that they will stand
alongside them in all endeavors.
The Chairman of the NUEYS,

Independence Torch’s tour Sahel
The Independence Torch is currently touring historical places of Sahel.
The Torch that commenced its journey on 15 January has traveled 206.7
kilometers to reach the historical placed of Adobha, Amberbeb, Mahimet
and Shakat.
The areas that the Torch covered are historical places in which the
Eritrean liberation fighter performed miracles during the armed struggle
for independence.

Eritrean community members
in Frankfurt and Nuremberg,
Germany, held public meetings
on the current situation and
developments in the homeland.
In the meeting held in Frankfurt
on 17 January, the Eritrean Embassy
Charge d’Affairs, Mr. Yohannes
Woldu gave extensive briefings on
the significance of the redemption
of the new Nakfa currency
notes. He also said that Eritrea is

registering commendable economic
development thanks to the strong
resilience and commitment of the
Eritrean people and government.
He further said that the formation
of the national committees in the
different cities in Germany is at its
stage of finalization and expressed
appreciation for the preparations to
celebrate the Jubilee anniversary of
Independence Day.
Similarly the head of Public and

Community affairs at the Eritrean
Embassy, Mr. Tewodros Goitom
said that strengthening organization
and unity are essential for building
a developed country and ensuring
social justice.
Likewise the residents of
Nuremburg and its environs
commended the multifaceted
development programs in the
homeland and expressed readiness
to live up to expectations.
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Za.Er and its ‘Made in Eritrea’ Shirts
Mela Ghebremedhin
Work ethic and professionalism
are just a few of the many terms
describing one of Eritrea’s most
well-known companies.
With its cotton upper-body
collection, ranging from swanky
tops equipped with matching collar,
sleeves and buttons to simpler shirts
often brandished by Asmarino gents
for their ladies, Za.Er Company, or
Dolce Vita as it commonly known
here, has produced an array of
fashionable products that many have
come to know and trust.
The Asmara-based Za.Er, deriving
from a truncation of ZambaitiEritrea, is Eritrea’s first industrial
textile company, making possible
the “Made in Eritrea” label for
international export in the textile
market.
Kindly opening their doors,
my colleagues and I visited of the
company this week, allowing us take
a glimpse of their work and meaning
to Eritrea’s economic development.
Za.Er holds the belief that the
key to quality and efficiency is to
engender professionalism and hard
work, virtues worthy of reward.
As such, Za.Er is surely a model to
Eritrea’s economic development.
Looking back into history, the
company was initially established at
the time of the Italian colonization
and was known as the barattolo
factory. It operated efficiently until
the Dergue took control of it and
nationalized it. For years until
independence, the factory was
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disregarded and left to ruin.
An Italian man named Zambaiti
visited Eritrea during the time of
independence, immediately showing
interest in the factory and Eritrea’s
strong industrial potential.
With only the pillars standing
back then, few could imagine that
Zambaiti could turn the factory
into the success that it is in today’s
Eritrea.
Why did he choose Eritrea? I
posed the question to Mr. Pietro,
Zambaiti’s son. He smiled and
explained that his father fell in love
with the country and noticed its huge
potential, ideal climate, strategic
position and its people.
Mr. Pietro Zambaiti, the
current CEO, explained that after
negotiations and discussions with
the Government of Eritrea, it was
finally agreed upon to buy the
factory for 1 USD.
Yes, I was surprised by the amount.
However, Mr. Pietro explained that
buying for 1 USD was actually a
symbol as the significant investment
was skyscraping.
“At the beginning we had to
renovate the infrastructure, it was
somewhat ‘archeological’ compared
to international standards! We also
had to bring machineries and train
human resources from scratch. It
was a huge investment but worth the
price”, he explained.
As a matter of fact, the company
re-established in 2004, started
production in 2005 and made a
significant bet that a “Made in
Eritrea” niche within the textile
sector could successfully compete
in the international market.
Experiencing some financial
difficulties between 2007 and 2009,

in line with the global economic
crisis, the company was able to
effectively weather the storm.
As we walked around the
factory, we are impressed by the
high technology and volume of
machineries available. Starting
from the raw cotton all the way
up to embroidery, one can get lost
between all these machines.
In terms of economic development,
while I observe the immense
amount of cotton, I wondered if the
whole process from raw material to
manufacturing was actually from
Eritrea.
To meet its own standards for
high-quality product, ninety percent
of which is exported to high- and
medium- markets, Za.Er derives
its cotton from cotton-producing
West African countries such as
Burkina Faso and Ivory Coast.
With globalization, quality control
remains an important component in
the manufacturing process.
Nonetheless, the company will
experiment with using Eritrean
cotton for the first time this year, in
line with founding values centered
on exploiting domestic products.
However, local productivity issues
could not answer the huge demand.
Za.Er produces 800 shirts a day
with plans to expand to 1,200 shirts
a day by the end of 2016. To meet
these large fabric demands, Za.Er
imported both the raw materials and
the actual fabric.
The clothes not only goes to Italy
and other European countries but
also to India or China, depending on
the clients. Thus, who, exactly, are
the clients? Who’s wearing “Made
in Eritrea” shirts?
Most clients are located in Italy
such as the Italian Scout Association

but also department stores such
as Lina Cente, Nara shirt or Pierre
Cardin while there are other clients
based in Croatia, Turkey, and
Thailand, among others. In the near
future, the company is targeting
the Middle-Eastern markets but
also Sudan and other East African
countries.
Za.Er does not solely produce for
the international level, as you may
already know, there are a collection
of Dolce Vita shops in Asmara and
Keren. Besides this, the company
also produces local uniforms.
The Dolce Vita shops, particularly
the one right in front of Cathedrale,
are symbols of successful business
in Eritrea. From the bed linens to the
trendy shirts, urban dwellers have a
range of options to please them.
Historically, Eritrean men living in
the highlands have sought the look
of elegance. This trend continues
today in both the young and old,
wearing finely tailored shirts with
mixed or classic fabrics. The market
is mostly at the advantage of such
men with about twenty male shirts
sold for every one female shirt.
Locally, one may wonder the
perception of tailors regarding the
factory. Mr. Pietro explained that
the idea is not to swallow up smaller
local tailors but to locally promote
the values of professionalism and
discipline in an environment where
employees are given the chance to
grow and attract other investors in
the country.
Professionalism and work ethics
Za.Er’s production line divided
into three segments: garmenting,
spinning and shirting. We witness
the employees working ardently in
each department under the purview
of their departmental heads and
supervisors. With about 540 staff
members, eighty percent of which
are women, it was important for
Za.Er to create a staff-friendly
environment.
As
any
forward-looking
company, Za.Er has created an
atmosphere where employees have
the possibility to grow within the
company, continue to learn while
getting a higher salary than average
wage in Eritrea.
On the wall of the shirting unit,
we noticed a table where attendance,
break times and schedules were
monitored by supervisors. Pietro

Mr. Pietro, Zambaiti’s
explained that through this system,
workers learn the values of discipline
at work and are provided incentives
for good work.
Indeed, this idea of merit is clearly
showing success, reflected in their
salary. Whether one is a new staff
member or not, as long as he or she
is working well, he or she will get
rewarded. Accordingly, the ideas of
know-how, in terms of discipline
and technical expertise, are key
components to Za.Er’s success
today.
In addition, according to the years
within the company, workers get a
salary increase each year. Heads of
department have made their way up
through hard work, starting at the
company’s founding.
Next, we witnessed some of the
workforce on lunch break while
others worked. There are two
shifts, which enable production to
continue. By working from 7 a.m to
4 p.m, Eritrean workers are working
in fair labor conditions.
I realized that some workers were
wearing green gowns while others
red ones. The green ones are new
staff on training while the red ones
are for supervisors.
One may wonder what sort of
training they undergo. All new
staff go through safety and security
training, including training for
specific tasks such as ironing.
Often, expertise comes from Italy
and other countries to enhance
the savoir-faire of workers, in line
with the standards imposed by the
international market.
So, what makes Za.Er unique?
Clearly,itsstaff-friendlyenvironment
gives a bonus to this textile business.
Often, the textile industry is usually
negatively connoted in terms of
Continued on page 8
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2015 in Review: Escaping “Isolation”
(Part 2)
Simon Keleta
In the first article in our series
reviewing Eritrean affairs in 2015
we covered seminal developments
within the Eritrean migration
situation that have led to national
governments around the world
burdened with asylum-seekers to
radically reassess their previously
misguided policies towards
Eritrea.
Focused
on
providing
perspective, this current piece
will shift some attention to the
changing geopolitical context to
answer questions as to why the
now-defunct, politicized, promigration policies existed in the
first place; how new, responsive
policies towards Eritrea will
inevitably change the situation in
Eritrea.
Witnessing the aimless stroll of
frizzy-haired youth down palmlined boulevards during siesta
may have given Asmara’s 2015
visitors the false impression of
a nation at peace. Despite the
tranquility, let us be clear about
one thing: Eritrea is at war. Let
us not relegate it to a border
“dispute” or the oft confusing
“no-peace-no-war”
situation,
politicized descriptions forwarded
by newspapers and governments.
Thus, Eritrea is at war.
More specifically, it is in a
proxy “war of attrition” (i.e. one
until the death) against the USbacked, minority ethnic regime
in Ethiopia, the Tigrayan People
Liberation Front (TPLF), that bet
every single one of its chips on
Eritrean regime change during
its 1998-2000 military campaign;
that has yet been unable to accept
the loss of the disputed border
town of Badme decided by
“final and binding” international
arbitration in 2002, much less the
official demarcation of the border
by that same arbitrating body in
2008. With demarcation, there no
longer exists, under international
arbitration, a “border dispute”
but only the TPLF-led military
“occupation”
of
Eritrean
territories in an ongoing war of
attrition.

In 2015, we saw an ongoing
stalemate in the war of attrition.
An ideal situation for the USTPLF axis that has adopted a
geopolitical isolation strategy of
prolonged and never-ending war
that, according to a leaked US
embassy cable sent by CDA Vicki
Huddleston from Addis Ababa
on November 1, 2005, seeks “to
isolate Eritrea and wait for it
to implode economically.” The
operator word here is “wait”.
Following now disproven US
allegations of state-sponsored
terrorism, which provided the
pretext for Eritrea’s sanctioning
by the UN in 2009 to accelerate
isolation and regime change, the
Barack Obama-led US and Gordon
Brown-led UK, both liberal
regimes, turned to a “nonviolent
action” strategy, as espoused by
Gene Sharp, that sought regime
change by raising a youthful mob
of mass public discontent and
indignation through championing
human rights advocacy.
Further
delineating
this
strategy in a speech delivered in
Washington, DC on May 2013,
now in the official public record,
US
regime-change
activist
Dan Connell told purportedly
“Eritrean” activists to “make
regime change more possible”
by campaigning for an “end
to unlimited conscription into
national service” and “focusing
our attention on the trafficking
issue and always linking it to the
source of the refugee flows. This
trafficking issue is a consequence
of the situation inside Eritrea. No
other issue is likely to generate
attention and support from the
American public.”
Helping
to
create
and
exacerbate politicized trafficking
of Eritreans, US Ambassador
Ronald K. McMullen, writing
in a May 5, 2009 US Embassy
cable from Asmara, confessed,
“we intend to give opportunities
to study in the United States to
those who oppose the regime.” By
2011, a UN group charged with
monitoring the Eritrean sanctions
began making allegations of
state-sponsored human trafficking
in 2011 rather than sticking to its

limited mandate of investigating
alleged terrorism.
That same year, UNHCR
published its updated Eligibility
Guidelines on Eritrean asylumseekers,
allowing
Eritreans
virtually guaranteed asylum in
any nation in the world, assuming
that one was (1) bold enough to
brave the deadly risks required to
get there and (2) willing to testify
to human rights abuses in Eritrea
that are harrowing enough to win
favor with asylum officers.
These vulnerable migrants
and their tales of persecution in
national service, often recited from
and coached by the detailed stepby-step criteria in the Guidelines,
a “How To” guide that tells them
exactly what to say and how to
say it, are then anonymously
exploited by regime-changeseeking human rights activists
for building a human rights case
against the Eritrean government.
As other pieces in our series
will highlight, this is exactly what
we saw with the June reports
of “special mandate holders”
that were extra-procedurally
commissioned by the UN Human
Rights Council. These include the
Commission of Inquiry (COI) and
Special Rapporteur, which based
virtually all their anonymous
testimonies
on
vulnerable
migrants often willing to say
anything to gain asylum.

domestically and internationally,
allowing for Eritrea’s eventual
economic collapse, toppling of
the government and, ultimately,
victory in the protracted war of
attrition.
Without the stream of migration
requiring asylum-seekers to
badmouth
national
service,
the anonymous testimonies
buttressing politicized human
rights reports, derived almost
entirely from asylum-seekers,
would not be possible. Eritrea’s
enemies would also be much
less likely to isolate Eritrea
since, recalling Dan Connell’s
warning, “No other issue is likely
to generate attention and support
from the American public”.
Activists have raised, to no avail,
the issue of the 2% Recovery
and Rehabilitation Tax, calling it
“extortion” despite the fact the
United States levies the exact
same tax under a different name.
Thus, with cautious optimism
moving forward, it must be
understood that the Eritrean
state and people’s recent defeat
of pro-migration, “strategic
depopulation” policies, which
have syphoned off Eritrea’s
most economically productive
demographic, ushers among
the most decisive victories in
the seventeen-year war against
Eritrea.

Thus, in summary, the overall
US-TPLF geopolitical strategy
against Eritrea is this:

It is through this geopolitical
lens that we must view the UK
Home Office’s April 2015 country
guidance report on Eritrean
asylum-seekers. UNHCR’s asylum
criteria and final conclusions
outlined in its 2009 and 2011
Guidelines were based in large
part on references to the Home
Office’s country guidance that
wholly and intrinsically deemed
national service persecution
(i.e. “in itself”). Therefore,
what happens to the Guidelines
when the UK’s country guidance
changes?

To support Eritrean human
rights activism that campaigns
around migration and human
trafficking, inextricably linked to
national service, such that Eritrean
leadership will become isolated,

By explicitly declaring that
national service “does not, in
itself, constitute persecution”, the
UK Home Office fundamentally
challenged UNHCR’s prima facie
designation, which automatically

These reports, with their
hyperbolic allegations of “crimes
against humanity”, are intended
to further isolate Eritrea, which in
turn slows economic development
and deteriorates living conditions
in Eritrea, which in turn drives
more public indignation and
more migration in a never ending
cycle.

grants asylum to Eritreans en
masse rather than on a caseby-case basis. This is not to
say that persecution does not
exist but rather that one cannot
automatically assume that every
Eritrean is necessarily persecuted
by the Eritrean “State and its
agents.”
Consequently, such a profound
shift in UK country guidance,
which is the foundation upon
which UNHCR guidance rests,
must similarly trigger an equally
profound shift in UNHCR
guidance on Eritrean asylum
seekers. Will new Guidelines be
passed in the coming years? Only
time will tell. In any case, we
must keep in mind that country
guidance,
like
multilateral
sanctions, only work when nations
abide by them. Europe doesn’t
seem to be abiding.
It is for this reason that human
rights activists and the pseudoleftist/pseudo-radical press in the
UK fought tooth and nail in 2015
to reverse the Home Office’s
seminal decision and used the
COI’s June report to put pressure
on any state officials seeking to
curb Eritrean migration.
No newspaper in 2015 has
been more up this task, vitriolic,
unabashedly biased, intensely
propagandistic than the Guardian.
Perhaps its June 10 editorial,
published in the days following
the COI report, brandishing the
headline “The Guardian view on
Eritrea: a regime of terror”, best
highlights the Guardian’s official
position on Eritrean migration
vis-a-vis human rights.
Using over-the-top, gloomand-doom characterizations we
were told that Eritrea, slated
for €300 million in European
aid, suffered from “systematic
inhumanity”,
a
“dictatorial
system”, “a totalitarian state” and
“real terror”. The editor lamented
that Europe was not only “turning
a blind eye to tyranny” but was
“rewarding a regime with aid
instead of thinking strategically”.
continued on page 6
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Mesob: the Symbol of unity
Prosperity
It is one of the various
Eritrean traditional handicrafts
made of the palm raffia, adorned
in a diversity of colors and
accomplished through efforts of
creativity.
This beautiful household
utensil, where food (injera –
the sourdough flatbread) is kept
or even a traditional Tigrigna
dish is served is Mesob, or the
breadbasket.
Its name has been used for
long as an idiom for prosperity
and affluence as it is the hub of
food security among the Tigrigna
society in particular. Thus
describing Mesob as a symbol
of Eritrean prosperity, unity and
creativity would only be doing it
justice.
When Eritrea presented its
cultural artifacts at the 2010
World Expo in China, the
Mesob, beyond the expectations
of the organizers, was among the
biggest attractions. Undoubtedly,
Mesob has the artistic touch and
beauty.
Whether it has food in its

bosom or not the Mesob is always
at prosperity in its traditional
beauty.
The
way
the
Mesob
impressively stands straight hints
perhaps to its primarily intended
design to stand as a perfect
symbol of affluence. Looking at
it with analytical eyes, it looks
like a champion of artisanship.
Wide at its base, it goes on
narrowing until its waist. But
the head appears again to be the
widest circular structure.
This bestowed it the structure of
a woman with tight waist, giving
the dexterity of art as though
it was born out of thoughtful
attempt of a professional
architect. Moreover, the structure
resembles the traditional way of
dressing of Tigrigna women,
which again stands as a token of
beauty.
As you proceed from just
seeing to looking, you can’t help
noticing the secret symbol of the
society: the circle.
Most other household items

are based in circular structure,
the Mogogo (clay oven), the
Kitcha (the traditional bread),
the Tsahli (traditional earth ware
casserole) and the Injera itself
all feature a circular structure.
It then dawns on you that this is
simply the traditional invention
of the Eritrean mother who,
apparently, didn’t have any idea
of designing.
Many years ago, an Eritrean
mother had to come up with
something that would serve her
as storage for injera, her most
delicate food.
And she had to do it with
materials readily accessible to
her. So she came up with the idea
of using the palm raffia (or the
fiber from its leaves). She split
it into tiny strands and made tiny
bundles, wrapped them with a
straw fiber, which she then wove
together to make the beautiful
Mesob.
Looking at the intricate process
of making a Mesob, one can only
imagine that it might have taken
a very long time. A woman can
complete one Mesob in around

five months. And this is taking
into account the fact that the
mother only does it in her part
time, after a tiresome day of
domestic chores. But the beauty
is worth the wait.
The mother takes one stitch

at a time understanding one of
best nature’s secret that time
and patience always reward their
clients.
It seems as though Mesob
was deliberately made to denote
the unity that Eritreans proudly
boast, as one discovers that
Mesob takes part in the culture
that incorporates harmony and
togetherness: the Meadi. If a
western invention provided us
with the dining table to gather
around for a meal, a traditional
family of the Tigrigna society
would use Mesob.
While the sunken top of the
Mesob serves as food basin,
usually another Mesob is there
to perform as a tabletop where
everybody gathers around.
As everyone extends his hand
to take his share from the food
provided over the Mesob, it’s as
if some sort of gravitational force
draws everybody to integrate.
It is not an arbitrary choice
then, for Eritreans to attempt
to symbolize their unity and
prosperity with this simple but
ponderous invention.
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Human Rights and Misleading
the World
By: Sesin Seyoum

and access to any website. I can
walk at 3 O’clock in the morning
with no one bothering me. And I
see women and men walking in
the middle of the night with no
fear. This peace and tranquility
is as a result of maturity and
wisdom of the Eritrean people
and leadership.

The world is these days filled
with outrageous travesties of
justice and rampant violence that
are engulfed by inequalities. But
the international community and
the so called powerful nations
have been hypocritical with clear
disregard for human lives.

Considering what Eritreans
have been through, the maturity
they have shown and the way
they are building their nation is
commendable. Instead of waiting
for handouts, Eritreans have taken
it upon themselves to rebuild their
nation that was almost destroyed.

While the main culprits of
gross human rights violations are
encouraged and even rewarded,
those with clear and tenacious
stand against human rights
violations and those who are
demanding an end to the culture
of impunity are being silenced
and bullied.
In recent years, some serious
human rights violations have
occurred in this world, but they
were ignored by the international
world and the mainstream
media….
….In recent months, there have
been serious gross human rights
violations committed by the
minority regime in Ethiopia with
killings of hundreds innocent
Ethiopians,
imprisonments,
severe beatings and torture.
The regime’s security forces
are still engaged in act of killing
Ethiopian civilians. Yet we have
not seen proper investigations
by the United Nations Security
Council, “Human Right” agencies,
and the international community
as a whole.
This is not the first crime by the
minority regime in Ethiopia. In
2005 the regime massacred more
than 190 innocent Ethiopians
and injured more than 700 others
in the capital Addis Ababa and
other cities. More than 30,000
people were also detained by
security forces following the
2005 election. Only because
they protested against the
rigged election results…. The
international community was
completely silent.
A three-member team of UNappointed investigators, the socalled “Commission of Inquiry
on Human Rights in Eritrea”, is

now accusing Eritrea of human
rights violations. A country that
stood and fought against human
rights violations of its people
is now being accused by those
who turned a blind eye when
Eritreans were being run over by
tanks, massacred, have their land
occupied illegally, deported from
a neighboring country while their
properties were stolen.
The systematically prolonged
illegal occupation of Eritrean
lands by Ethiopia is the root
cause of instability in the Horn of
Africa.
While the UN Permanent Court
of Arbitration gave a decision on
13 April 2002 by rightly awarding
large portions of the disputed
lands including Badme to Eritrea,
Ethiopia has yet to vacate Badme
and other sovereign Eritrean
lands.
As a result Eritreans are
forced to defend their land from
Ethiopian aggression. Yet instead
of the aggressor, the UN Security
Council imposed two illegal
sanctions on Eritrea on bogus
charges that later proved wrong.
This is a clear travesty of justice
and human rights violation on the
people of Eritrea.
Growing up during Ethiopian
colonialism in Eritrea is when I
witnessed human rights violations.
Hearing sounds of bullets which

killed many innocent Eritreans
simply because they were
Eritreans, when young men and
women were being harassed,
imprisoned and vanishing with no
traces.
At the time when Eritreans were
not allowed to watch and listen
to any other television and radio
stations except the Ethiopian
television or Radio, when Eritrean
women were unable to leave their
houses as they were physically and
sexually assaulted by Ethiopian
security forces.
It was when Eritreans were
not allowed to speak their
own languages in schools and
governmental offices, when
Eritrean were asked to show
identity cards on streets as though
they were second class citizens
in their own country. The time
when every single Eritrean lived
in fear.
When I was a 4th grade student,
I remember playing in my school
playgrounds of Santa Familigia
with my school friends and seeing
Ethiopian security forces jumping
the school fence and taking away
our school teacher who was never
seen thereafter.
As young kids, we did not know
the reason, but we could see the
angry faces of the school director
and teachers helplessly watching
their colleague being taken away.

Incidents like this created fear
and anxiety in my family and the
whole Eritrean people.
But June 8, 1990 is stuck in my
head. It was during the football
world cup when Argentina played
Cameroon.
The match was played in the
evening hours at 6:00 PM and
there was a curfew at 9:00 PM.
Eritreans are sport loving people
and after watching the game in
bars and friends’ houses and on
their way home around 8:30 pm;
sound of bullets were heard and
this time it was continuous. The
next morning, bodies of more than
30 innocent Eritreans were laying
on the streets of Asmara. They
were massacred by Ethiopian
security forces.
I remember the crying, the deep
sadness, anger and trauma.
This was the time when
Ethiopian
warplanes
were
bombing civilians in the Eritrean
port city Massawa killing and
maiming women and children with
the aim of destroying the Eritrean
spirit of resistance as well as the
country’s infrastructures.
My experience in Eritrea then
and now is simply not comparable.
I am now able to go freely
wherever I wish, I am able to
speak as I wish, I am able to listen
to any radio station I want, tune in
to any satellite television station

Disclamer: articles published in this column do not reflect the stance or opinion of Eritrea Profile

In the last 15 years only Eritreans
were faced with Ethiopian military
aggression, illegal and unjust
sanctions and also psychological
warfare. Yet, defying all these
attacks, they remain to be stable
nation and people in the horn of
Africa.
Had the international community
shouldered it’s responsibility to
uphold the rule of law and force
vacate the illegally occupied
lands of Eritrea by Ethiopia, then
Eritreans would wholeheartedly
focus on leading their lives.
Root cause of prolonged
national service is failure of
the international community in
shouldering it’s responsibility to
force Ethiopia vacate sovereign
Eritrean territories.
The freedom and serenity I feel
in Eritrea, I have not felt anywhere
in the world and I have seen
Africa, Europe, and USA. When I
am in Eritrea, I enjoy the harmony
between different religions. Being
able to travel from one corner of
the country to the other with no
fear and bother is just pleasant. To
see the eradication of the fear and
anxiety I experienced during my
childhood is heartwarming.
I am now looking forward for
the international community to
work in partnership with Eritrea
so that the peace and tranquility
can spread in Africa and the world
as a whole.
Sources: www.tesfanews.com
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Esteemed Activist Haben Girma Visits
Hoover Archives
Haben Girma, an EritreanAmerican, the first Deafblind
graduate of Harvard Law School,
and White House’s “Champion of
Change” honoree visited Hoover
Institution Archives on January
13, 2016. Haben was on campus
for Stanford University Center for

Africa Studies’ Africa Table.
During her visit Haben Girma
examined the sandals worn by
fighters of the Eritrean People’s
Liberation Front (E.P.L.F.). As
members of the E.P.L.F., two of
her paternal uncles had died fight-

ing for the independence of Eritrea.
Haben is a Skadden Fellow at
Disability Rights Advocates, a
non-profit corporation in Berkeley, California. She helped achieve
a legal victory in Vermont, in
National Federation of the Blind
v. Scribd Inc., (a San Francisco
based digital library which also
hosts sixty million documents),the
second case to hold that the ADA
applies to e-commerce.
At Hoover Archives, Haben
was able to touch and feel (some
for the first time), items from
Hoover’s Eritrea Subject Collection. Among the items were:
•
Shida (plastic sandal
shoes and symbol of Eritrean
resistance) worn by fighters of
the Eritrean People’s Liberation
Front (E.P.L.F.). As members of
the E.P.L.F., two of her paternal
uncles had died fighting for the
independence of Eritrea

Left to right: Gregory, Haben’s assistant, Issayas Tesfamariam,
Haben Girma, and Ariane Khalfa, Program Coordinator for the Center for African Studies.

•
June 20th (Martyr’s Day
in Eritrea) Commemorative pins

•

Desk top Eritrean flags

•
Eritrean flag and map
placemat. Haben was surprised to
find out that the placemat was created by her uncle, who resides in
Sweden, in the early 1990s

•
A green hat from 1993’s
Referendum Commission of Eritrea (RCE)
•
Shoulder badges
To learn more about Haben Girma, visit habengirma.com.

2015 in Review...
continued from page 3

The histrionic prose and
alarmist title, depicting impending
and certain doom in the wake of
European aid disbursed to Eritrea,
suggests an emerging desperation
from the pseudo-leftist newspaper
and the motley crew of regimechange activists it represents.
Since the Danish Immigration
Service and Home Office
publications issued in December
and April, respectively, the
Guardian has led a barrage
of regular and unrelenting
sensational pieces on Eritrea,
seeking to stir up the UK’s liberal
base to pressure their politicians
for Eritrea-policy reform.
The newspaper’s constellation
of checkered writers covering
Eritrea in 2015 can hardly
call themselves journalists as
they proved themselves, more
accurately, to be full-blown
activists. Such is the case with

Dan Connell, Martin Plaut and
Vittorio Longhi, who all dissshed
out more opinion than fact in the
non-opinion pages this past year.
Though the Home Office later
momentarily considered changing
its guidance in the wake of the
COI’s June report championed
by the UK media, academics
and Baroness Kinnock, we saw
no change but rather superficial
deliberations
for
public
consumption. Sources in contact
with the UK immigration agency
indicate that little change is
likely given that their offices are
currently overburdened with cases
of false Eritrean asylum claims
running upwards of 50 percent,
most of which are Ethiopian.
If
there
remained
any
outstanding doubts behind claims
in early 2015 of rampant asylum
fraud, a blitz of new credible,
corroborating reports surely put
all qualms to rest by year’s end. In

a November interview with APA,
Austrian Ambassador to Ethiopia,
Andreas Melan, stated, “We
believe that among the thousands
of Eritrean migrants in Europe, 30
to 40 percent are Ethiopians.”
Perhaps more shocking, was
the November 25th revelation,
in a piece by Sudan Daily Vision
citing a high level Sudanese
police official, “that the number
of foreigners residing in violation
of the law in Khartoum state
has reached three million. Two
million are from the neighboring
Ethiopia…200,000 from Eritrea.”
Thus, Ethiopians make up 67
percent of all illegal migrants
in Sudan, Eritreans only 7
percent—a “drop in the ocean”,
as Presidential Advisor Yemane
Gebreab told the UK’s Channel 4
host John Snow in July.By citing
inflated numbers and unverifiable
testimonies,
the
Eritrean
migration situation has been made

to look totally exceptional and in
need of exceptional action (i.e.
regime change) by those seeking
to change the geopolitical order
in the Horn of Africa. The key
words here are “made to look”.
Exceptional Eritrean migration is
now a vanishing illusion.
Though Eritrea is certainly
racked by real migration,
negatively affecting economic,
social and political development,
nations equally burdened by
migration are starting to look
beyond misleading geopolitical
campaigns to find mutually
beneficial solutions.
We saw these efforts redouble
and accelerate in 2015, building on
the Khartoum Process and leading
to Eritrea joining the International
Migration Organization, which
inevitably will give it greater sway
on Eritrean migration issues.
With a growing consensus

that Eritrea’s lack of economic
development is the primary cause
of migration, states have chosen
to assist and grow economic
engagement with Eritrea.
The irony of the isolation
strategy against Eritrea is
that it has had the unintended
consequence of inextricably
binding Eritrea to many desperate
“third nations” burdened by
migration. However, all third
nations, even America, have their
immigration limits, as we learned
with the highly publicized case of
cuban immigrant Elian Gonzalez.
Action stimming from migration
burdens is only part of the story.
Much of Eritrea’s growing ties—
escaping isolation—also come
from a diplomatic blitzkrieg by
Eritrea in recent years, growing
significantly through 2015. We
look further into this reality in
subsequent articles in this series.
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GEDECC

( General Development Engineering and Consulting Company )

Vacancy Announcement
Post Title :
Required No.

Drill Operator
1 (one)

Requirement:12th grade completed with a minimum of 4
years work experience.
Salary :As per Company Scale
Applicants must supply a letter of release from the previous or current work position and be

Photographers Corner

Exempted or released from national service.
Applicants must also submit their CV & credentials with 10 days from
the day of announcement.
GEDECC
Tel.122440
Fax 12227
Asmara, Eritrea

P.O.Box 5355

Photo: Tae’zaz Abrha
November 2005 - Massawa
		
Northern Red Sea Region
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“Recipe for seizing goals: decency and modesty”
Sometimes life takes unavoidable turns bringing challenges that need to be defeated with hard work, determination, confidence and hope for the
future.
Today we will meet Dr. Demoz Abraha. He was born in June 24, 1986 in the subzone of Senafe, he joined the 19th round to Sawa and then came back
to Asmara to continue his studies in the Orotta Medical School. He is currently contributing significantly to society, working as a general doctor at the
Assab referral hospital.
He is a young man who has held tight to his lifetime goals throughout his life.

Educational background
In general, I wasn’t very focused
in elementary school. I became a
more dedicated student in juniorhigh, believing in the power of
education and committing to
study with absolute fortitude. I
later went to Sawa and was able to
score a high GPA, which afforded
me admission to medical school
and guaranteed me a future as a
doctor.
Why medical school?
In junior high, I found science
massively fascinating. My uncle
encouraged me to pursue medical
education at the same time I was
undergoing training prepared by
NUEYS on first aid so I think
that that was when I discovered
my inclination towards human
anatomy. At first, before going
to Sawa, I decided on public
health but after matriculation, my
GPA allowed me to go for health
science and now here I am.
I admire Hippocrates the most.
He is the Father of medicine and I
read his oath many times.
Managing to keep up with his
studies

All of my siblings had a keen
desire to engage in schoolwork
but rural life didn’t allow much
school since they were only
situated in few locations. I had
only half of a day for my studies,
the other half would be used up
on work. Several kinds of work
but mostly farming.
Difficulties, tribulations and
inconveniencies are a lot of times
inevitable and may also pose
unsolvable threats but to have the
right mind set to overcome them
is the greatest thing one can do.
And if it is about problems that
are not easily solvable, then one
needs to rely on hope of a better
future and learn how to not give
up. I got this far because I faced
my challenges with decency along
with modesty.
His support system
I wasn’t even aware that my
grandfather supported me so
much. He used to go to my school
and talk with my teachers to see
if he could be of help. He never
told me this but he massively
supported my cause. He obviously
understood the benefits I’d gain
from going to school. Also, in
Sawa, since I didn’t get the Zagre
award, I missed out on the laptop,
which is one of the prizes awarded
to students with a perfect GPA.
Getting a laptop on my own was
beyond hard. I was in medical
school so I imagined things would
be easier if I had a laptop. And this
is where I want to mention my big
supporter, my friend whom I met
in Sawa: Habtom Shinash.
My family was understanding
about the things I didn’t prioritize
since I was busy with school.
They were certainly supportive.
Enthusiastic about education
There is a specific moment,

amongst the many, that I remember
the most. When I was a university
student, I was so sick. So sick that
I couldn’t walk and was admitted
to the hospital. I had hoped to get
better and participate in the exams
but my health was not getting any
better.
I was devastated. But since
every moment mattered to me, I
insisted I’d take part in the exams.
I supplicated for a wheelchair
so that I could get myself to
the university. In the end, I was
allowed to do the exam in my
hospital bed!
Early marriage
The reasons for early marriage
may be many and versatile. Both
of my parent are not alive at the
moment and they one of my main
reasons for the early marriage.
I got married in my third year
of medical school. I’m most
grateful to my wife as her role is
immense. Especially regarding
how she copes with raising our
two children.
Arts?
Leisure. In junior school my
teachers organized class activities
and made us write poems. And
during the Festival of Higher
Institutions my play won an
award. One more thing I like to
do for diversion is to travel. I
have visited many tourist sites of
Eritrea.
At present, on my way back
and to Assab, I couldn’t seem to
stop thinking about Adulis. I want
to visit the gulf of Adulis. It is a
marvellous historical site.
Prospects on the youth
I want Eritrean youth to keep up
its tradition of resilience and hard

work.
Future plans
I think I’m specializing in

gynecology. This will be my next
step.
Thank you for your time Dr.!

Za.Er and its...
Continued from page 2
labor conditions. However, here in
Eritrea, the company manages to
have both a quality product while
keeping its employees happy. Mr.
Pietro stressed that the idea is to keep
up the momentum and overcome
employee turnover.
“We want to recruit people who are
not dreaming of leaving the country
but instead willing to learn, work
and grow in their endeavors and be
part of Eritrea’s development”.
Yet, turnover remains one
challenge the company is striving
to eradicate. In doing so, social
services are fully available and
free of charge. With about eighty
percent of workers being female, it
was mandatory to establish a daily
children care. Furthermore, a colorful
kindergarten cannot go unnoticed by
visitor immediately when they enter
the factory. Qualified social workers
were taking care of employees’
children, feeding them and helping
them with homework. Additionally,
Za.Er is in charge of schooling at
higher grades, sending students to
the Italian School of Asmara.
Impressive indeed but that’s not
all. Bus services are also available
to workers while a nurse is present
every day to respond to the needs of
employees. Besides these attractive
facilities, all employees remain
Eritreans besides the CEO, Mr.
Pietro.

As he comes for work visit for
two weeks every two months on
average, he says that he seems to
fully rely on his right hand and left
hand: two ladies who went abroad
to study, returned and are now in
charge of the managerial part of the
company.
Despite the promotion of the
values of professionalism that Za.Er
Company promotes on a daily basis
to its employees, this business
is surely playing a key role in
nation branding. “Made in Eritrea”
products are being worn in different
parts of the world, which can only
be beneficial to Eritrea.
Pietro explained that despite
challenges in terms of energy supply,
the company is planning to expand
its productivity but also diversify its
sector of activities.
“It is not all about producing and
selling. I do love my job but I love
Eritrea and, to me, I am working P.R.
for the country and am confident
that its huge economic potential
will be witnessed by continuing its
openness and cooperation with the
international”.
Values of professionalism, a staff
friendly environment and a system of
merit are surely the key ingredients
to the success of Za.Er exporting the
“Made in Eritrea”.

